The Question of Indigenous People on Mars

Images coming back from Mars since 1976 began with the low-res camera of the Viking probe (in 1976); then the hi-res cameras on satellites starting in 1999 and the hi-res images of the Cydonia region in 2001; other hi-res satellite images showing city infrastructure which NASA tried to hide by smearing via brightness and contrast settings; and finally the surrealistic images of the last three years from the MSL rolling probe.

What is clear at this point includes the following:

There are lots of rocks on Mars; many of the images show little else.

There are in fact electrical scars including the gigantic Valles Marineris which, like our own Grand Canyon, is basically an electrical scar.

Most of Mars shows the sort of damage you'd anticipate if the entire planet had simply been picked up and shaken, both rock plates and the remains of structures lying around catawumpus all over. This results from a very recent series of catastrophes.

There is overwhelming evidence of prehistoric civilization on Mars including both large and small structures, remains of cities and villages, statues, ships and boats, and mechanical debris and odd objects strewn across the sand in many places. NASA at first tried to cover this evidence up, actually smearing some of the city areas by adjusting brightness and contrast to make them appear to be desert areas. After FaceBook groups discovered this and found easy ways to reconstitute the images with nothing more than global enhancements, those activities mostly stopped.

There are small animals on Mars. Unless some cosmic catastrophe were to annihilate a planet like Mars altogether, it could not kill all the bugs, all the mice and rats, squirrels and other small rodents, and small predators like the little red/orange wooly-bully whose picture was snapped while he was investigating the wiring harness on the rover itself.

Squirrel or similar small rodent ([http://www.nasa.gov/images/content/694114main_Watkins-2-pia16204_full.jpg](http://www.nasa.gov/images/content/694114main_Watkins-2-pia16204_full.jpg)):

The ground-level atmosphere on Mars has been described as similar to our atmosphere at about 15,000 feet; breathable if you got used to it but most of us would want some sort of minimalistic oxygen tank. Most creatures living on Mars appear to spend most of their time underground. There are in fact many entrances to subterranean areas, some of which, satellite images, are even large enough to show up on Google Mars:
Google Mars coordinates for two such are:

45°57'01.11"N  23°32'37.43"E

and

41°46'56.38"N  23°52'57.17"E

You can just paste those into the search window on Google Mars and go to max zoom and those entrances turn up.

Some of these images also show humans on Mars. For that matter, nobody makes a vehicle which can roll around Baltimore for three years without maintenance; does anybody really believe that anybody could make a vehicle which could roll around Mars for three years without maintenance. You’d figure there has to be at least one NASA rover mechanic on Mars.

The website [www.gigapan.com](http://www.gigapan.com) offers groups of contiguous NASA probe images stitched together to amount to views of very large areas, often several miles across and a mile or more deep.

One such shows what is called the Gale Crater area:
[http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/163589](http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/163589)

These images are made to order for panning and zooming on computer screens and one of the things which turns up by zooming several times is this area which shows a blond female NASA employee checking out the head of some statue which is lying on the ground:
The orange-blonde color of the woman's hair is substantially different from anything normally found on Mars and attracted the attention of FaceBook groups which study these images.

Again this image is something which turned up from that original gigapan only with three or four levels of zooming; it is hugely unlikely to be any sort of a fake and even if it is a fake, the fakery was perpetrated by NASA employees. The only safe assumption is that NASA has had people on Mars for some time and for whatever reason, does not believe that the American taxpayer deserves to know or needs to know about it. NASA in fact is just a government agency and does not have the number of eyes it takes to go through many thousands of such images pixel by pixel by panning and zooming but, funny thing, the Internet and particularly FaceBook groups DO have the number of eyes needed for that and there are now a dozen or so FaceBook groups entirely dedicated to going through such images, which is why this particular image turned up.

Like the technician working on the rover, this woman is a NASA employee and not an indigenous human. But that's the big $64,000 question. Are there any indigenous humans on Mars, remnants of a past civilization which may easily have been more advanced than ours, who have simply been eking out a living somehow or other under hard conditions, living mostly underground, since the planet was ruined by the catastrophes?

Some of the images which have been turning up in facebook groups seem to indicate that but there hasn't been anything clear enough that I'd want to put money on it until recently. There is also the problem that statues were a big thing on Mars in prehistoric times and that any/all of the things which viewers have thought might be indigenous humans could actually be statues.

The following gigapan image (http://gigapan.com/gigapans/176345) shows a number of artificial things including what I view as the best case so far for believing that there are indigenous humans on Mars:
It doesn't take very much imagination to believe you are seeing a human form peering at the MSL rover from inside a doorway, with her left arm and shoulder visible:

At maximum zoom:
A NASA employee would not be standing there peering at the rover and its camera from around a corner as if she had never seen it before. Assuming the image shows a human form, you have to also assume she is indigenous and not a NASA employee.

Another piece of evidence along the same lines, courtesy of Neville Thompson and Lányi Gábor:

http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/182230/snapshots/475341

Right side of image:
Zoomed in, the image appears to show a woman standing inside some sort of a wall. Other than that, the image includes several slanted rectangular doorways leading into subterranean areas:

There are several things in the following gigapan which appear to be indigenous humans, one definite, the rest somewhere between possible and probable:

http://gigapan.com/gigapans/180764/snapshots/484127
The “speaker” which the gigapan snapshot takes you to immediately, image lightened:

![Image](image_url)

The area around the “speaker” including everything else which might possible be construed as human forms; the two lower items would have to be children if you wanted to believe they were human forms.
Sometimes you see obvious statues and remains of statues on Mars. Nobody would take this, for instance, as a living human form:
This item, on the other hand, could be a statue or a child, no real way to tell for sure but the hair looks glossier than I’d expect for some statue which had been lying there for 10,000 years:

http://www.mars-anomaly.com

Color levels auto-adjusted:

Then of course, there is the case of the girl in the yellow smock (MSL 1298:...
The little girl was very far back in the image but the glint of sunlight on her hair caught people’s eyes.
Moreover, for the benefit of anybody inclined to think that whole thing is just another rock, it turns out that an image taken a couple of days later shows the exact same place without the girl (rocks do not ever get up and walk away,,,)  

1298: (with girl)

http://gigapan.com/gigapans/185818/snapshots/488789

1302: (girl gone)

http://gigapan.com/gigapans/185968/snapshots/505723

But you get the idea.

All of this, I believe, is what is behind the NASA secrecy. Anything else they could have at least come up with some feeble attempt at an explanation for without having to totally toss and jettison their entire theory of a history of our solar system, or at least without having to look flagrant about it. Assuming that NASA actually has made contact with indigenous humans living on Mars, a number of questions arise fairly quickly:

- Do these people know much more about human prehistory than we do, have better records going back to and possibly beyond the catastrophes than we do?
- Do they know anything about antediluvian civilizations on our own planet or other bodies within our own solar system which we don’t know?
- Do they have any physical or mental capabilities which we don’t have?
- Do they have any technologies which we might be interested in?
- Does contact with us represent any danger to them or vice versa?

Keeping secrets invites conspiracy theories. NASA should not be keeping this stuff secret.